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The 21st Century is said to be the Asian Century, just as the preceding two centuries had been for the Americans
and the British. The phenomenal economic rise of China as the world's second largest economy, after the United
States has, of course, fuelled this thesis.
Indeed, such a massive power transition has provided much debate and discussion amongst international relations
scholars on what might transpire – and in particular, the imminent emergence of a new world order, said John
Ikenberry, Albert G. Milbank Professor of Politics and International Affairs at Princeton University. He was speaking at
a Social Sciences Capstone Seminar
(http://www.socsc.smu.edu.sg/events/seminar_series/social_sciences_capstone_2011.asp) at Singapore
Management University (SMU) while on a visit under the OUB Professorial Chair
(http://www.socsc.smu.edu.sg/news/newsletter_102011.pdf).
“International order is concerned with how states create systems; several systems with rules and institutions… How
do powerful states build the order; how do they build the environment in which they operate; how has the
international order changed over these centuries? To talk about international order is to talk about patterns of
relations in international politics,” said Ikenberry.
He added that to appreciate today's contemporary system, it is important to understand how the United States had
shaped the order in the 20th Century following the major world wars. “When the Cold War ended in 1991, the world
changed yet again, and again, there was another opportunity to rebuild the international order… No country in the
world history has had more opportunities to build the world order.”
One school of thought in international relations theory, realism, is primarily concerned with power while another
school of thought, liberalism, looks at interests, institutions and democracies. These concepts are very relevant to
the discussion of 'order' because they tell us how the composition of power has changed along with changes in
technology, the rise of nuclear weapons and the rise of democracy, said Ikenberry.
China's rise is interesting to many for how it might influence and change 'international order' as we know it. But
scholars should look beyond "what China is doing, or what the United States is doing." It is also important to delve
into history and theories for a deeper understanding of power dynamics.
Grand dramas
Throughout history, there has been a "grand drama" of order-building; of the rise of states and the ability of these
rising states to build international order. And there are "iconic moments" such as after big wars, when states take
the opportunity to rebuild order.
Ikenberry raised two key examples: the Westphalian sovereignty that arose following decades of war across 17th
century Europe, and popular sovereignty, which was, over a long period of time, shaped by events such as the
French and American revolutions. The former brought about dramatic changes in state systems, such as rules,
institutions, territorial integrity, state sovereignty and self-determination, and the latter, liberal democracy.
These "great dramas" took place in states that were by no means most powerful, he noted. “It was not clear then
that these countries would rise up and become powerful, but they did, and over the next 200 years, they rose up
and fought wars.” They confronted autocratic, despotic states as well as communist states – and they have had "a
pretty good 200 years", he said.
These two 'projects' were also mutually reinforcing insofar as the Westphalian system strengthened and stabilised
the state system while the liberal project advanced cooperation. Together, they gave meaning to 'order' in areas
such as free trade and in international institutions like the United Nations, World Trade Organization and World Bank.
Troubled transitions
History has shown time and again that power transitions go hand-in-hand with conflict, drama and destruction. The
case is usually that on one hand, we have a state that was very strong and influential but has started to decline
and is filled with insecurities, and on the other, one that is rising and becoming more ambitious, said Ikenberry.
A Chinese person could be thinking: We were once equal with the Europeans, the Indians, and the Ottomans. We
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were once the largest economic area in the world. Many had tried to imperialise us in the past. Now that we are
fast on our way to becoming the world's largest economy, it is our turn to rise.
Contrast this with the insecurities of the declining state: We have been on top of the world for 50-100 years and it
looks like our powers are slowly coming to an end. How can we stop this? How can we return to greatness?
Here, Ikenberry highlighted that "decline" is not understood in absolute terms. "You can continue to grow in terms of
wealth and power, but if others are growing faster, then you’re in relative decline. You don’t have to become poor.
You are simply less powerful, and your share of the world's wealth decreases.” So, the next 20 years may well be "a
dangerous time" for world politics as rising states close in on the "declining" states, he said.  
This power transition thesis has certainly stood the test of time. Ikenberry pointed out that it exists within the
works of Thucydides, who, some 2,500 years ago, wrote about the rise of Athens, the fears generated in Sparta and
the war that followed. Another example would be Germany's economic rise in the end of the 19th century against
Britain; then considered the world's most powerful nation.
Germany got ambitious. They built battleships and grew their military, Ikenberry reasoned. “The world today reminds
us of these transition points in the past that have created great violence and wars… So it’s important that we think
deeply about the power transition today; about the nature of international order, and how to make sense of the
changes that are going on,” he concluded.
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